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Launched in 2013, House of Cannon was born out of a love of textiles, travel and discovery. The idea 
of combining inspirational images from around the world with striking silhouettes and natural fabrics 
was an instinctive evolution for designer and intrepid traveller Annie Cannon-Brookes. 

The Sydney - based label is quickly carving a niche for itself within the global fashion market with 
its tran-seasonal silhouettes, signature digital prints and use of bold colour. The label focuses on 
storytelling through the use of custom designed prints, with creative director Annie Cannon-Brookes 
being drawn to the wild, wonderful and unexpected when designing each collection. 

With an attraction to exploring unconventional thought-provoking ideas through graphic prints; 
House of Cannon’s ethos revolves around creating pieces that get a conversation started between the 
wearer and the observer. 

This year House of Cannon has been chosen as one of the 6 esteemed designers to be showcased 
in the St.George New Generation show at Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week Australia on April 16th, 
launching the brand onto the international stage, starting a conversation between a global audience.

BRAND BIO



BRAND DNA

INNOVATIVE
ORIGINAL
SPIRITED
INQUISITIVE
PLAYFUL
CONFIDENT

FEATURES

DIGITAL PRINTS
KEY KIMONOS

TIMELESS SILHOUETTES
BOLD GRAPHICS

CONTRADICTING THEMES
EFFORTLESS COOL



HOUSE OF CANNON PRESENT THEIR S/S 15 COLLECTION ZOIC ZHUCHENG 
 
Staying true to its bold and inquisitive roots, House of Cannon’s latest S/S 15 collection has delicately 
awoken the sleeping giants of Zhucheng-a city in eastern China with the greatest population of dinosaur 
fossils worldwide. This season’s sophisticated palette of strong reds, soft lavenders and calming silvers 

explores the emotion of colour- an integral part of Chinese art and culture.

The label plays the population explosion of current day China against the extinction of the old Mesozoic 
natives. Never failing to engage the wearer Zoic Zhucheng subtly juxtaposes delicate florals and oriental 

motifs with skeletal graphics. 

In addition to bold digital prints, this collection introduces custom 3-D embroidered lace adding depth 
and texture to the labels intricate storytelling techniques. This collection invites you to explore the prints 

deeper with a clever subtlety that can be paired with the wearers existing wardrobe. 

Having been chosen for the prestigious St. George New Generation show at MBFWA, the great Jurassic 
rulers share the catwalk with the bustling populace of everyday warriors. Sheathed in 3-dimensional 

embroidery the models take on modern day trials with a confident elegance.  

Zoic Zhucheng offers House of Cannons most commercial and wearable pieces to date. The collection 
offers an array of easy to wear silk dresses, signature kimonos and sophisticated separates. Choose past 

or present subtexts, mini or maxi lengths, micro or mega dinos, and discover Zoic Zhucheng. 





ABOUT

Annie Cannon-Brookes launched the brand in 2013 after a love affair with travel inspired her to embark 
on her own fashion journey. Since its inception she has been committed to creating unmistakable 

silhouettes in an endless array of digital prints inspired by different cities around the globe. 

Earning her credentials from the French design school Esmond, Annie then worked for a handful of 
Sydney designers, whilst travelling extensively. She came to appreciate how varied and stimulating each 

city was, always offering a new experience, which became the foundation for her own label, House of 
Cannon. Two years later she remains committed to sharing that passion with her customers. 



PRESS

Although still in its infancy, House of Cannon holds its own alongside some of the more established 
Australian labels. The brand has received coverage on the cover of Cleo and inside the pages 

of influential outlets such as the Elle, Herald Sun, Shop Til You Drop, The Sunday Mail, and Pages 
Online. The label has also become the favorite of a number of key social media influences such as 

Parisian blogger Giorgiana Boboc from www.vintage-traffic.com who regularly features 
the label on her blog. 
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ACCOLADES 

For S/S15 the brand was selected as one of the 6 emerging designers to be showcased in the 
prestigious St George New Generation Show in MBFWA. 

“GM of Marketing, Customer Experience & Mortgage Broking at St.George Martine Jager says ... 
These are small businesses that require the right kind of support and encouragement to grow. They 
are designers who have proven to be not just talented, but incredibly dedicated.
Jager adds that this season’s talent have been selected for their strong design aesthetic, artistic 
creativity and unique product offering.”

ACHIEVEMENTS

Featured on Pages Digital as an innovative debut designer re-invigorating digital print 
fashion houses. 

Continuing to create buzz through The Fashion Spot as a designer to watch for their third 
collection Halcyon Hong Kong. 

In Sept 2014 House of Cannon was asked to take part in the Harpers Bazaar runway show as part of 
the 30 Days of Fashion festival in Sydney. 



GET IN TOUCH

Annie Cannon
Head Designer

+61 404 235 008
annie@houseofcannon.com

Sophie McCulloch
Sales Manager

+61 466 099 702
sophie@houseofcannon.com


